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Mr. Chairman,

As the heart  of environmental  irnpad  assessment  beats about  information  and

mnsultation  and as the spim of the Espoo-mnvention  is focused  on the appliThion

of E.I.A  in multiple  jurisdidions,  Belgium  has gradually  built up its own parUmlar

experien>  sinz  the introdudion  of this environmental  policy  instrument.

In Belgium,  whidi  has a federal  stmdure,  the three  regional  govemrnents  have

primary  responsibility  for environmental  policy. \/\ahin  the framework  of their

peter,  the regions  take  measures  induding  the elaboration  of regional  plans

and the adoption  of legislation,  to implement  their  environmental  policies.

The \/Thlloon  region  was the first to introdu>  EIA-legislation  in 1985.  Flanders

followed  in 1989  and Brussels  in 1992. As the federa!  Ministry  for the Environmnt

still has a number  of important  responsibilities,  i.a. mn>ming  nudear  installations,

specific  EIA-regulations  e promulgated  in 1993.

Conzming  the issue  of exd'iange  of information  between  neighbouring  muntnes  at

an eariy  stage, my munty  was already  familiar  with at least some  aspeds  of the

"spirit  of Espoo"  when  signing  the Convention  on Environmental  Impad

t in a Transboundary  Context  in 1991.
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For the agreement   Belgium  and Franz  of 23 September  1966  on the

protection  against  radioadive  radiation  mnoerning  the building  of a nudear  powr

station  in the border  area, stipulates  in its Artide  2:

"Les  Parties  contradantes  s' engagent  a se tenir  inform  par tous  les

rmyens  approprim  des @udes  premlables  a la mise so servioe  des

installations,  du fondionnement  de  installations  et de tous inadents  qui

viendraient  a s' y produire  dans la rnesure  O(J ils peuvent  avoir  une

a:insequenz  sur la sante  des populations.".

Spe6fic  provisions  on EIA in a transboumary  mntext,  which  are the transposition

of artide  7 of the EC-Directive  85/337   part of the regulatory  framework  in

1991 in Wallonia,  in 1992  in Bs  and in 1997  in Flanders.  As the

"transboumary  issue"  in a Belgian  text means  as well internal  affairs,  the three

regions  have  signed  in 4 994 a peratton  agreem,t  in order  to apply  some

Espoo-prin6ples.

Next to this partimlar  implementation,  the regions  have not overlooked  the dassi>l

appli>tion  of the Espoo-convention,  as the regional  governments  have the

enoe to enter  into bilateral  agreements.  In this resped,  Flanders  and The

Netherlands  initiated  in 1994  a c E)A-arrangement  which  is based  on the

provisions  of the Convention  on Environmental  Irnpad  rnent in a

Transboundary  Context.  Also  the Walloon  region is adually  mnsidering  simlar

irmiatives  within  the frark  of forthmming  new regulations
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Other ret  bilateral or rnuitilateral  agreements  where the issue  of EIA in a

trinsboundary  mntext  be!ongs  to the provisions  are  the 1995  Treaty 

Flanders  and The Netheriands  con>ming  the Wdening  of the Waterway  in the

Wdem  ,Sdheldt River and the 1994  Agreements  between Frank,  The

Netherlands  and the three Belgian regions  mnoeming  the Protdon  of the STheldt

and Meuse Rivers.

Mr. Chairman,

These  exarnp!es illustrate  dearly  that pending  the ratffi>tion,  the spiri  Of Espoo  is

already guiding Belgiums  environmental  relationships  with its neighbouring  states.

Belgium mnsiders  mrnpliancy  as a cruaal  m#er  for the effediveness  of

environmental  legislation  both at the international  and at the national level. For this

reason, my muntry  is willing  to take part in the elaboration  of non-lian>

guideline=s  as proposed  in the Convention's  work-plan.  Regarding  this issue, the

potential irnportanz  of the Convention's  wording  on E)A at a strategic  level should

not be underestimated  as public  authorities  are the major deveiopers  of polices,

plans am  progra.

About  the status of the ratifion  of the Convention  on Environmental  Irnpad

ment in a Transboundary  Context, the Belgian Constnution  requires

that prior to the approval  by the federal parliament,  the regional parliaments  need to

give their approval  before Belgium  mn  ratify an environmenta(  treaty. For the

moment  the three  regions  have already  given their fiat  so the federal Parliament  is

expeded  to take the  final  step  rather  soon.



Mr.  Cliairman,  Dear  Colleagues,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen,

I feel very  lionored  that I can participate,  as tlie representative  of  the

Czecli  Republic,  in tliis  1st  meeting  of  tlie  parties  to tlie  {JN/ECE  Convention  on

Enviroru'nental  Impact  Assessment  in a Transboundary  Context.

I worild  like,  on belialf  of  tlie  Minister  of  tlie Enviroru'nent  of  the Czecli

Repriblic,  to express  orir  appreciation  to the Governi'nent  of  Norway,  tlie  Ministry

of  tlie  Enviroru'nent  of  Norway  and tlie  tJN/ECE  Secretariat  in Geneva  for  tlieir

initiative  in ananging  tl'iis meeting.

Tlie  Convention  and its coming  into  force  is an indisputable  success  of

international  cooperation  in tlie  field  of  environinental  protection.  I am convinced

tliat  tlie  implementation  of  interstate  enviroru'nental  impact  assessment  will

contribute  to pritting  empliasis  on tlie  preventative  instnunents  of  environi'nental

policy,  wl'iidi  will  greatly  assist  in  acliieving  tlie  principle  of sustainable

development.

In the Czecli  Repriblic,  tlie  process  of  envirorunental  impact  assessment  is

carried  out on tlie  basis  of  tlie  Environmental  Impact  Assessment  Act  of  1992

and  an amendment  to tliis  Act  is being  prepared  at tlie  present  tii'ne.  Tlie  new  Act

will  ensure  fiill  compatibility  witli  a new  EC EIA  Directive  amending  tlie EIA

Directive  of  1985,  witli  tlie Proposal  for  a SEA  Directive  and, of  corirse,  also

witli  the provisions  of  tlie  Espoo  Convention.

Simultaneously  with  tlie  passing  of  tlie  new  Act  on environi'nental  impact

assessment,  tlie  Convention  will  be ratified.  However,  the Czecli  Republic  is

already  prepared  to comply  witli  tlie  requirements  of  tlie  Convention  on tlie  basis

of  cooperation  witli  its  neigliboriring  corintries,  in  relation  to  interstate

environi'nental  impact  assessment  for  tlie  pertinent  projects,  and to provide  for

pEalnRicidpoatcioun mofen,ei!l,ibTi7r0inhjstates in the assessment process on tAe. ba-stl Of
In tlie  end,  please,.allow  me to wish  tlie  first  meeting  much  success  and to

express  my  liope  tliat  all  tlie  paiticipants  in tlie  meetixig  will  gain  many  pleasant

personal  experiences.



PROPOSITION  D'INTERVENTION  DE L'AA/fBASSADEUR  DE FRANCE  EN
NORVEGE

PREMIERE  REUNION  DES  PARTIES  A LA  CONVENTION  SUR

L'EVALUATION  DE  L'IMPACT  DANS  UN  CONTEXTE  TRANSFRONTIERE
OSL0,  18-20  MAI  1998

Dans  le domaine  de l'6valuation  environnementale,  La  France  dispose  d'une

experience d6ja ancienne  : plus  de deux  d6cennies  puisqu'elle  a 6t6 le premier  pays

europeen  A introduire  en 1976  un dispositif  d'6hides  d'impact  pour  tous  les projets  de

travaux  et d'am6nagements  susceptibles  d'avoir  des  impacts  significatifs  sur

l'enviroru'iement.  Pour  la rnise  en oeuvre  de ces dispositions  dans les d6partements

frontaliers,  nos services  ont ainsi  6t6 conduits  a trouver  les moyens  de pr6venir  les

litiges  avec les Etats  voisins  lorsque  des propositions  leur  6taient  faites  pour  implanter

des activitys susceptibles  de causer  des domrnages  transfrontieres  A l'environnement

aussi bien  que pour  pr6venir  ou limiter  les impacts  de meme  nature  en provenance  de

ces Etats.

Des arrangements  bilat6raux  ou multilat6raux  ont ainsi  6t6 mis en place.  J'en  citerais

seulement  deux  exemples  :

- la convention  intergouveniementale  franco-germano-suisse  sur  les projets  ayant  des

effets transfrontaliers  dans  la region  du  Rhin  sup6rieur  qui a permis,a par une

information  mutuelle  des pays  concern's,  de r6gler  des problemes  d61icats  ;

- le dispositif  de rt"flexion  mis  en place  par la France  etl'Italie  pour  traiter,  le plus  en

arnont  possible,  les difficult6s  lifes  a la realisation  d'un  projet,  il est vrai  d'un  int6ret

cornmun  pour  les deux  pays : la liaison  fenoviaire  A grande  vitesse  entre Lyon  et

Turin.

Dans ces deux exemples,  mais  aussi dans beaucoup  d'autres  situations,  lors des

procedures  conduites  par chacun  des Etats concern's  la presentation  du dossier  sur

lequel  l'autre  Etat consultait  son public  a permis  des debats plus sereins qui ont

illustr6,  par anticipation,  ce que de'vraient  etre les avantages  dans ce domaine  de la

rnise en oeux'-re de cette Convention  sur l'6valuation  de l'impact  sur l'environnement

dans un contexte  transfrontiere.

Nous  avons  note le meme  benefice  lors  de la mise  en place  du dispositif  d"information

rapide  de nos voisins,  pr6voyant  la transmission  irnrnediate  des dossiers  instruits  en

France  conformement  a la directive  << Seveso  >> relative  aux risques  d'accident  majeur

de certaines  activitys  industrielles  adoptee  le 24 juin  1982.
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Ces dispositifs  ont  ouvert  la voie  pour  une plus  grande  concertation  enttae pays  voisins

pour  les projets  susceptibles  d'avoir  des impacts  sur  l'environnement.  La Convention
surl'evaluation  de l'impact  dans  un contexte  transfrontiere  founiit  ce cadre  commun.

La  France  a sign6  cette  convention  en 1991  et elle  a particip6  au travail  conduit  depuis
cette  date dans  le cadre  du secr6tariat  de la Commission  6comique  pour  l'Europe  et,

ces dernieres  ann6es,  sous  la pr'6sidence  de Monsieur  Teje  LIND  que  nous  remercions.

Le processus  de processus  de ratification  a 6t6 en partie  li6 au processus  parallele  de
revision  de la directive  europ6enne  concernant  l'6valuation  des incidences  de certis

projets  publics  et priv6s  sur l'environnement.  A present, la d6cision  de ratifier  est

acquise.  Le Parlement  en sera saisi  trys prochainement  et nous  ferons  tous  nos  efforts
pour  parachever  la proc6dure  d'ici  la fin  de l'annee.  Les  mesures  d'application  qui

sont  requises  pour  sa mise  en oeuvre  sont  en cours  d'6tablissement  en meme  temps  que

la transposition  de la directive.

La Convention  permettra  ainsi  de prendre  en compte  les observations  transmises  par

nos voisins  sur l'appr6ciation  de nos projets.  En offrant  un cadre  g6neral  et en

garantissant  la r6ciprocit6  entre  les pays,  elle manifeste,  plus  gen6ralement,  une

conception  des relations  entre  pays  bas6e  sur  la transparence  et la confiance.

Je voudrais  enfin  vous  remercier  tres  vivement,  Madame  la  Ministre,  pour

l'organisation  et  la  qualite  de  l'accueil  et l'organisation  trys  reussie  de  cette

manifestation.
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Georgia

Policy  Statement

at  the  first  Meeting  of  the  Parties  to the  Convention  on

Environmental  Impact  Assessment  in a Transboundary  Context,

Oslo,  18  -  20 May,  1998

Mr.  Chairman,

Distinguished  Guests,

Ladies  and  Gentleman,

Georgia  is a Transcaucasian  country  of  about  5.5 million  people,  covering  69,7  thousand  square

kilometers.  It is located  south  of  the Great  Caucasian  Range,  bordered  by  Russian  Federation  to

the North,  Turkey  and  Armenia  to the South,  Azerbaijan  to the East  and  by the Black  Sea  to the

West.

After  several  years  of  fall  caused  by civil  disturbances,  Georgian  economy  begun  its growth  in

1996  and  has reached  the  rate  of  15-20%  of  annual  increase  of  GDP.  The  perspective  of  further

rapid  development  regards  among  others  to TRACECA  (Transport  Corridor  of  Europe-Caucasia-

Asia)  and  oil  and  gas pipelines  being  constructed,  designed  to turn  Georgia  in important  transit

country  effectively  connecting  Europe  to Caspian  and  Central  Asian  mineral  resources.

Georgian  Government  considers  the  environmental  aspects  of country  development  as an

essential  priority.  During  last  two  years  the legislative  basis  for  the environment  and  natural

resources  protection  has been  improved  cardinally.  In  1996  Georgian  Parliament  adopted  the

"Law  on Environmental  Permit"  and "Law  on State  Ecological  Examination",  both  drafted  by

the Ministry  of  Environment.  These  laws  effectively  introduce  the  obligation  for  EIA;  now  every

project  planned  to be implemented,  which  is likely  to have  significant  adverse  and ineversible

effects  on the environment,  has to be accompanied  by  EIA.

As  the  sphere  of intensive  cooperation,  EIA  procedure  is  also  mentioned  in  bilateral

intergovernmental  agreements  on  environment  concluded  between  Georgia  and Armenia,

Georgia  and Azerbaijan,  and  Georgia  and  Turkey.



Although  the  Espoo  Convention  is not ratified  by  Georgia  at the  moment,  Ministry  of

Environment  of  Georgia  considers  its'  terms  as a basis for any action  in the field  of EIA,

Moreover,  according  to the Partnership  and Cooperation  Agreement  between  the European

Community  and  Georgia  (1997),  Georgia  has committed  "implementation  of the  Espoo

Convention  on  EIA  in  a Transboundary  Context".  Fulfilling  its  obligations,  Georgian

government  (the Ministry  of Environment  of  Georgia)  currently  is preparing  the package  of

documentation  necessary  for  the ratification  procedure.

In November  1997  the workshop  on four  UN  ECE  Conventions,  among  them  Espoo  Convention

was held  in  Georgia,  where  representatives  from  Armenia,  Azerbaijan  and Georgia  met  together

with  experts  from  the Netherlands,  Poland,  Hungary  and UN  ECE.  The representatives  from

three  Caucasian  Republics  agreed to  collaborate  voluntarily  in  the field  of transboundary

environmental  issues  based  on  the  provisions  of  these  Conventions,  before  respective

Governments  ratify  them.

In April  1998,  the joint  group  of  Georgian  and  Turkish  experts  had a meeting  aimed  to establish

the  framework  for  cooperation  on  the  transboundary  impact  of  high  dams planned  to be

constructed  by Turkey  for  further  utilization  of  the hydropower  potential  of  the transboundary

river  Chorokhi.

These  examples  indicate  the importance  of  the Espoo  Convention  for  Georgia;  fully  recognizing

it, the Government  of  Georgia  is seeking  the ways  to improve  the in-country  expert  capacity

needed  to fulfill  its obligations  to the Convention  after  its upcoming  ratification  by Georgian

Parliament.  We  would  appreciate  any support  from  the Secretariat,  as well  as from  our partner

countries,  to train  our  personnel  and to establish  operational  experts  network  on regional  level  -

of  course,  together  with  our  neighbors.

Ladies  and Gentleman,

We  believe  that  while  we are working  together,  we are strong  and can tackle  any transboundary

problem.

Thank  you  for  your  attention.



STATEMENT

of  tlie  German  Delegation

on tlie  occassion  of  the First  Meeting  or  the Parties  to the

Convention  on Environmental  Impact  Assessment

in a Transboundary  Context

Mr  Chairman,

Excellencies,  Ladies  and Gentlemen,

the Espoo  Convention  took  some  six  and a half  years  to enter  into  force.  If  one compares

that time  span with  other  multilateral  agreements  dealing  with  similarly  comprehensive

subjects,  this is not  a bad record.  With  at present  nineteen  states and the European  Com-

munity  as parties,  it should  provide  a sound  basis for  applying  the principles  both  of  co-

operation  and of  precaution  in an area which  has long  been neglected  in the field  of  interna-

tional  environmental  law. Although  Germany  has not yet  ratified the Convention,  we are

bound  by the European  Community  ratification.  Germany  has been involved in  a lot of

activities  related  to transboundary  EIA.  As it is situated  in the centre  of  Europe  with  nine

neighbouring  countries,  there  are indeed  a lot  of  opportunities  to apply  the Convention.

Apart  from  bilateral  and trilateral  activities  with  France  and Switzerland  of  many  years'

duration, co-operation has been going on for several years especially with the Netherlands
and with  Poland.  Inter  alia,  a German-Polish  Treaty  on Transboundary  Co-operation  - in-

cluding  provisions  on EIA  - has recently  been ratified  by the Federal  Parliament,  and we

are also in the process  of  negotiating  with  our  Polish  colleagues  a supplementary  agreement

dealing  with  specific  matters  of  transboundary  EIA.  Similar  activities  have  begun  with  the

Czech  Republic.

Ratification  of  most  Conventions  is a somewhat  complicated  process  in Germany,  due to its

federal  system,  and the Espoo  Convention  is no exception.  In addition,  implementation  of

its provisions  is not  just  a matter  of  amending  a few  federal  and Under  acts. Rather,  the

requirements  of  this  Convention  will  have  to be harmonized  with  several  other  legislative

activities  going  on at the same time  - in particular,  with  the implementation  of  the amended

EC Directive  on EIA  and the IPPC  Directive.  Therefore,  the Federal  Environment  Minister

has decided  to include  all relevant  provisions  relating  to the Convention  and to these EC

Directives  in one new  comprehensive  act, i.e. the first  part  of  an Environmental  Code

which  will  deal  with  authorization  of  projects  in general  and is meant  to replace  a large

amount  of  existing  legislation.  At  present,  work  on this project  is going  on very  intensively.

Due  to time  limits  set, inter  alia,  by European  Law  it is planned  that  this part  of  the new

Environmental  Code  should  enter  into  force  in about  one year's  time.

Nevertheless,  even  though  our  ratification  process  has not  yet  been  completed,  Germany  is

committed  to participate  actively  in the work  envisaged  under  the Espoo  Convention.  We

are interested  to see the Convention  work  well  in actual  practice,  and therefore  support  me-

chanisms  that  will  improve  tmnsboundary  co-operation  in the field  of  EIA.  In this context,

we are prepared  to offer  a sum of  18 000  $ as partial  funding  of  the EIA data base in 1999.
This  database,  especially  if  supplemented  by  a network  of  national  EIA  centres,  could,  in

our  opinion,  also  take  over  some fiinctions  of  an international  EIA  centre  (which,  as you

know,  had been  planned  but  will  not  be established),  and such an activity  is thus an im-

pomnt  means to share  experiences  in transboundary  EIA.



We see the fact that so many states of  the ECE region  have taken part in this first  meeting,

and that the negotiations  this week have been brought  to a successful conclusion,  as a good

example  of  close co-operation  in the field  of  trarsboundary  EIA,  and hope that this co-

operation  will  cor'itinue in the same way, both in the work agreed upon in the framework of
the Convention  and also in the day-to-day work  relating to specific activities with transbo-
undary environmental  impacts.

Thank  you, Mr Chairman.



Convention  on Environmental  Impact  Assessment  in

a transboundary  context

First  meetinq  of  the  Parties,

Oslo,  "18 - 20  May,  1998.

Policy  Statement  of  Ireland

At  the  outset,  Ireland  would  like  to  thank  the  Norwegian  Government  For the

excellent  arrangements  which  they  made  for  this  meeting  and  for  the  wonderfui

hospitality  which  we  have  received.  Thanks  are  also  due  to  the  Secretariat  and  to

all the  others  whose  preparations  have  ensured  the  success  of  the  meeting.

Ratification

Ireland  fully  supports  the  objectives  of  the  Espoo  Convention  and  we  believe  that

it has  a major  contribution  to make  towards  achieving  sustainable  development.

We  were  working  towards  ratifying  the  Convention  in time  for  the  First  Meeting  of

the  Parties.  However,  we  were  unable  to complete  the  necessary  legal  and

administrative  measures  in time.  These  measures  are  now  almost  complete  and  we

will  ratify  the  Convention  within  the  next  few  months.

Implementation

Development  in Ireland  is controlled  by a number  of  consent  systems.  The  most

important  of  these  are  the  physical  planning  and  the  pollution  control  licensing

systems.  There  are  also  consent  systems  to cover  specific  types  of  development,

such  as harbours,  mineral  exploration  and  motorway  construction.  EIA  has,  in

accordance  with  the  1985  EU Directive  on  the  matter,  been  incorporated  into  each

of  these  consent  systems.  While  the  consent  systems  already  provide  for  the

assessment  of  transboundary  ei(ects,  they  do not  meet  the  requirements  of the

Convention  in full  detail.

Accordingly,  full  implementation  of  the  Convention  in Ireland  will  require  the



introduction  of  a combination  of  new  legal  and  administrative  measures.  As

indicated  already,  these  measures  are  almost  complete.

Application  of  the  Convention

As  an island  on the  western  periphery  of  continentaJ  Europe,  our  preparations  for

the  implementation  of  the  Convention  have  centred  on co-operation  with  the  UK

and  Northern  Ireland  authorities.  Already,  in accordance  with  the  1985  EU

Directive,  where  a proposed  development  in one  jurisdiction  is likely  to  have

significant  effects  on the  environment  in the  other,  consultations  between  the

appropriate  competent  authorities  takes  place.  Such  projects  are  few  in number  -

generally  one  or  two  per  year.  Provisions  in relation  to  these  consultations  are  now

being  revised  with  a view  to establishing  a bilateral  agreement.  Our  principal

concentration  has  been  to  ensure  that  the  public  in both  jurisdictions  has  an equal

opportunity  to  comment  on  proposed  developments  which  are  likely  to have

transboundary  effects.

Financinq

With  regard  to  the  financial  matters,  Ireland  is prepared  to contribute  towards

activities  under  the  Convention  on the  basis  of  the  UN scale  of  assessment.

Conclusion

In conclusion,  Ireland  expects  to be a full  Party  to the  Convention  in a matter  of

months.



REPUBLIC OF SLOVENIA

MINISTRY  OF THE ENVIRONMENT  AND  PHYSICAL  PLANNJNG

Dunajska c. 48, SI-1000 Ljub5ana
Phone:  +386  61 178 73 10

Fax.:  +386  61 178 74 22

ST  ATEMENT  BY  THE  HEAD  OF  THE  DELEGATION  OF  THE  REPUBLIC  OF

SLOVENIA  AT  THE  FIRST  MEETING  OF  THE  PARTIES  TO  THE

CONVENTION  ON  ENVIRONMENTAL  IMPACT  ASSESSMENT  IN  A

TRANSBOUNDARY  CONTEXT

Mr.  Chairman,  Ministers,  heads  of  delegations,

Allow  me first  to extend  a heartfelt  greeting  in the name of our Minister  of  the

Environment  and  Physical  Planning  Dr.  Pavel  Gantar,  who  could  not  be here  in Oslo  due

to numerous  other  obligations  at home,  and on behalf  of  the delegation  of  the  Republic  of

Slovenia  to present  the current  situation  with  regard  to accession  to the Convention  on

Environmental  Impact  Assessment  in a Transboundary  Context  and its implementation  in

our  country.

At  the  time  when  the  Convention  on  Environmental  Impact  Assessment  in  a

Transboundary  Context  was  open  for  signatures,  i.e. from  25 February  to 1 March  1991  in

Espoo,  Finland,  or until  2 September  1991  at the seat of  the United  Nations  in New  York,

the  Republic  of  Slovenia  was  not  yet  an internationally  recognised  country.  Its  process  of

gaining  independence,  which  began  on 26 December  1990,  was concluded  only  in

October  of  1991,  when  Slovenia  was recognised  by the international  community  and

began  to function  as an independent  country.

Despite  this  fact,  we in Slovenia  cooperated  constructively  in the implementation  of  the

Convention  and  prepared  ourselves  appropriately  for  accession  to it. In  the preparation  of

legislation  and regulations  in the field  of  environmental  protection  and especially  in the

assessment  of  environmental  impact,  we consistently  considered  the requirements  and

provisions  of  the EC Directive  on Environmental  Impact  Assessments  as well  as the

Convention  on Environmental  Impact  Assessment  in a Transboundary  Context.

The Environmental  Protection  Act,  which  was passed  in the Republic  of  Slovenia  in

1993,  in  addition  to the  principle  of  ensuring  cooperation  and solidarity  in the resolution

of the  wider  international  issues  of environmental  protection,  also  prescribes  the

obligation  to inform  neighbouring  countries  in  fiilfilment  of  the  condition  of  reciprocity  in

cases where  a direct  impact  on the environment  of  these countries  is expected  from

planned  encroachments  on the environment.  The  Act  also clearly  requires  the obligatory



participation  of  the public  in the process  of assessing  environmental  impact.  The

Regulations  on the Types  of  Activity  for  which  Environmental  Impact  Assessment  is

Mandatory,  in accordance  witli  Appendixes  I and II of  the above-mentioned  European

Community  Directive  as well  as Appendix  I of  the Convention,  and the Instructions  on

the  Methodology  for  preparing  an  Environmental  Impact  Report  also  contain  tlie

minimum  mandatory  contents  of  documentation  for assessing  environmental  impact,

wliich  are required  by the above-mentioned  European  documents.  Both  the Regulations

and  the Instructions  were  passed  at the end  of  1996.

In accordance  with  Slovenian  legislation,  in the  case of  accession  to the Convention  it is

also necessary  to pass a law  on ratification  of  the convention.  Thus  the wording  of  tlie

Law  on the Ratification  of  the Convention  on Environmental  Impact  Assessment  in a

Transboundary  Context  was defined  and passed  by the Government  of  the Republic  of

Slovenia  on 12 February  1998.  The  proposal  was  then  submitted  for  reading  and  adoption

by the National  Assembly  of  the Republic  of  Slovenia,  and is on the agenda  for  the

session  of  the  National  Assembly,  which  will  be held  on 19 May  1998.

With  the  adoption  of  the above-mentioned  law,  all  of  the conditions  for  implementing  the

provisions  of  this  convention  will  be fulfilled.  Thus  the Republic  of  Slovenia  also  intends,

when  the necessity  arises,  to join  in the preparation  and  passing  of  bilateral  or multilateral

agreements  or other  arrangements  for the 'fulfilling  of  obligations  arising  from  this

convention  witli  neiglibouring  countries  which  are already  parties  to the Convention  on

Envirorunental  Impact  Assessment  in a Transboundary  Context  - Italy,  Austria,  Hungary

and Croatia.

Finally,  please  allow  me once  again  to greet  all the participants  of  the meeting,  and to

wish  the  meeting  fruitful  work  and a successful  conclusion.

Oslo,  19 May  1998

Igor  VUCER

The  Head  of  the Delegation



STATEMENT  BY  THE  SWEDISH  HEAD  OF  DELEGATION

Mr.  Chairman,

On behalf  of  the Swedish  Government  I would  like  to express  our  gratiutude  to Norway  for
the excellent  preparing  and hosting  this  first  meeting  of  the  Parties.

The  signing  and ratifying  of  the  Convention  is in our  view  a very  important  step for
implementing  and strengthening  sustainable  development  and for  bringing  information  on
environmental  impacts  to the attention  of  the decision  makers  and the  public  in our  countries.

The  different  documents  of  the Convention  have  been  implemented  in the Swedish  legislation
and we are taking  an active  part  in applying  the Convention  to various  transboundary  projects
in the  Nordic  Countries.

We  look  forward  to the results  from  the  different  activities  in the  workplan.  We  expect  this  to
be of  great  value  to us in daily  practical  work.

The  Swedish  Government  recognizes  that  a successful  implementation  of  the  Convention
depends  on adequate  administrative  and financial  resources.  We  are therefore  whithin  our
capability  prepared  to contribute  to those  needs.

I would  also like  to thank  the Secretariat  for  their  capable  and patient  help  in dealing  with  all
problems  that  have  ocurred  since  we  signed  this  Convention  in 1991.



UNITED  NATIONS  ENVIRONMENT  PROG

First  Meeting  of  the  Parties  to the  Convention  on Environrnental  Impact

Assessment  in a Transboundary  Context

Oslo  18 - 20 May  1998

The United  Nations  Environment  Programme  (UNEP)  welcomes  the entry  into  force  of

the Convention  on Environmental  Impact  Assessment  in a Transboiu'idary  Context.

I would  also  like  to take  this  opportunity  to congratulate  the government  of  Norway  for

hosting  this  first  meeting  of  the Parties  and  making  it  a tnily  memorable  occasion..

The concept  of  sustainable  development  is increasingly  being  used by a growing

number  of  countries  as a criterion  for  addressing  economic  development  issues,  and

Environmental  Impact  Assessment  (EIA)  is considered  to be one of  the essential  tools

for  integrating  environmental  considerations  into  all  levels  of  development  planning  and

decision-making

UNEPs  role  is to promote  the development  and  application  of  environmental  economic

policies,  including  assessment  and accounting  of  nahiral  resources  and environmental

reviews.  This  is in accordance  with  Agenda  21 of  the United  Nations  Conference  on

Environment  and  Development.  It Identified  the need  for  an effective  EIA  process  and

for integrating  environment  and development  and specifically  called  on {JNEP  to

include  work  on further  development  and promotion  of  the widest  possible  use of

environmental  impact  assessment  and cooperate  in activities  carried  out under  the

auspices  of  the United  Nations  specialized  agencies.

UNEP  and the  Economic  Commission  for  Europe  in cooperation  with  the  State

Cort'unittee  of  the Russian  Federation  on Environmental  Protection  are considering  a

project  that  aims  at enhancing  EIA  capacity  in Russia  and the CIS based  on the

principles  of  interstate  cooperation  and its role  in environrnentally  sound  decision

making.  This  project  shall  pay attention  to measures  and  procedures  to prevent,  control

or reduce  significant  adverse  itnpacts,  and particularly  in rnitigating  transboundary

impacts.



Furthermore  tlie  project  should  result  in the preparation  of  procedures,  tratntng  courses

and modules  specifically  tailored  to their  own  needs and pextinent  to their  economic  and

social  environments,  cultural  conditions  and resources.

Before  undertaking  t}iis activity,  there was a need to translate  the UNEP  Training

Manual  into  Russian.  Selected  chapters  have been translated  by the Center  for Project

Preparation  of  the Russian  Progratnrne  of  Environmental  Investments.

A Russian  NGO  Ecoline  an Ecologia's  daughter  organisation  proposes  to use relevant

chapters  of  the UNEP  Training  Manual  in its distant  learning  EIA  courses  for  NGOs,

businesses  and government  officials  in the CIS Region.

The {JNEP  EIA  Programme  is  aimed  parily  at enhancing  indigenous  capacities  in

developing  and transitional  countries  and has the following  distinctive  features.

It is "needs  assessment  driven"  based  on an introductory  format  for  identifying  priorities

for EIA  capacity  building.  It is directed  at "training  trainers"  with  responsibility  for

national  implementation  devolved  to Iocal  experts  and open  to Iocal  institutions  and

individuals  "takiiig  ownership"  by adapting  the modules  to their  requirements  and

developing  relevant  case  studies  and additional  support  material.

As the UNEP  EIA  programme  is a global  one, we welcome  the decision  taken  by the

parties  to open  up the convention  to non  ECE  members.  We  hope  this new  ditnension

on transboundary  impacts  will  in fuhire  be reflected  in the {JNEP  training  modules.

Some  of the  topics  to  be  added include  health  and Social  impacts,  Strategic

Environmental  Assessment  and cumulative  impacts.

{JNEP  welcomes  the continued  work  under  the "Sofia  Initiative"  aitned  at increastng

awareness  among  politicians  and decision-makers,  and promote  public  participation  in

EIA  process  as well  as strengthening  cooperation  on EIA  development  in all CIT

countries.

UNEP  looks  forward  to working  with  all the signatones  to the EIA  convention  in

strengthening  their  institutional  capacities  to implement  and enforce  the obligations  they

have signed  to.



Communication  on current  activities  being  developed  by  the  World
Health  Organization  (WHO)  on the Environmental  Health  impacts  of
Transport,  and  proposal  to collaborate  on that  ISSUES with  parties  to
the Convention  on Environmental  Impact  Assessment  in  a
Transboundary  Context.

Considering  tlie  wide  range  of  in"ipacts  of  transport  to enviroi'u'nental  health,  the
WHO  is developing  a tl'iorougl"i  review  of  these  health  effects  and  guidelines  for
their  assessment.  Tliis  is being  done  througli:

1. A series  of  science-based  reviews  which  cover:

@ human  exposure,  with  reference  to mutliple  exposure  and  groups  at risk;
* Links  betweei'i  transport  and  healtli  through  environi'nental  concentration  of

pollutants;

*  Direct  links  between  transport  characteristics  such  as volumes,  modes,  modal
split  (including  non-motorised  means)  and  human  health.

These reviews  cover  liealtli  effects  tlirough  a range of  mechanisms  including  air
pollution,  noise, accidents,  and through  physical  activity  wliile  walking  and cycling.
Reviews  on methods  for integrated  exposure  assessment  and impact  assessment  are
also  included.

2. Recommendations  for  the environmental  health  impact  assessment  (EHIA)  of
transport  activities  witl'i  guidance  on methods  and  processes.

These  are meant  to be tools  for  the implementation  of  integrated  impact
assessments,  i.e. assessments  of  the  whole  range  of  health  effects  resulting  from
transport  policies,  plans  and  programmes,  but  also  from  project's.

This  activities  are part  of  the  preparation  for  the  Third  Ministerial  Conference  in
Environment  and  Health  (to  be held  in  London  in June  1999),  along  with  a review
of  policies  wliich  support  transport  and  mobility  choices  which  have  greatest  benefit
to environment  and  healtli.  The  activities  Ol'l  impact  assessment  of  transport  are
envisaged  to continue  beyond  1999.

Current  activities  under  way  to support  these  developments  include:

1. The  work  of  several  international  pannels  of  experts,  preparing  the  above
science-based  reviews.



2. Case  studies  looking  at the  the  impacts  of  transport  on envirorunental  health  and
their  economic  valuation  (of  transport-related  air  pollution,  and  the  impact  of  two
stroke  engine  vehicles).

3. Meetings  witli  Member  States  to agree  on measures  to support  transport  and
mobility  policies  whicli  lead  to most  environn'iental  health  gain  (July  1998,
February  1999  and  May  1999)

We wohild  like  to ensure  co-ordination  of  these  environmental  healtl"i  impact
assessment  activities  witli  tliose  whicli  are likely  to en'ierge  from  tlie  follow-up  work
of  the Convention  Oil  Environinental  Impact  Assessment  in a I-ransborindary
Context  focusing  Oil  transport-related  issues.

Our  initiative  is in  the spirit  of  co-ordination  supported  by the  inter-agency  steering
committee  that  lielps  gide  this  work,  and  which  includes  the  UN-ECE,  {JNEP,  EC,
EEA,  OECD,  ECMT,  and  tlie  NGO  T&E..  The  Transport  and  Health  work
mentioned  above  is also  part  of  tlie  follow-up  activities  of  the  UN-ECE  Transport
and  Environment  Conference  held  in Vienna  in 1997,  which  are being  led  by  the
WHO.

Health  is an important  aspect  of  the  Convention  011 Environmental  Impact
Assessn"ient  in a Transboundary  Context,  and indeed  there  liave  been  meetings  of
tlie  preparatory  group  to tliis  meeting  with  the  WHO  on the  the  elaboration  of
methodologies  for  health  impact  assessment.  The  assessment  of  transport  impacts
on liealth  is a part  of  tlie  healtli  impact  assessment,  which  systematically  addresses
specific  issues  emerging  in analyses  of  this  sector.

Tl'ie  WHO  is open  to establish  a partnership  witli  the  parties  to the  Convention  on
Environmental  Impact  Assessment  in a Transboundary  Context  on  the  health  impact
assessn"'ient  of  transport  activities  and  proposes  to interested  meeting  parties  to form
a working  group  Oil  this  topic  which  would  also  consider  the  possibility  of  a
protocol  or ammendment  to the  convention  on the  environinental  health  impact
assessment  of  transport.



Meeting  of  the  Parties  to the  Convention  on Environmental  Impact
Assessment  in a Transboundary  Context

Oslo,  18-20  May  1998

ST  ATEMENT  OF  THE  INTERNATIONAL  ATOMIC  ENERGY  AGENCY

The  International  Atomic  Energy  Agency  is actively  engaged  in  matters  concerned  withthe impact  assessment  and  control  of  releases  of  radioactive  materials  to the environment  ina transboundary  context,  botli  in  relation  to legally  binding  international  instruments  and  alsoin the context  of  its own  safety  recommendations  to the Member  States.  This  note  identifiessome  of  the elements  which  these  documents  have  in common  with  the Convention  onEnvironmental  Impact  Assessment  in a Transboudary  Context.

There  are several  conventions  and  agreements  in the  field  of  nuclear  energy  and  safetywhich  are  relevant  to  the  Convention  on  Environmental  Impact  Assessment  in  aTransboundary  Context,  they  are:

Vieru'ia  Convention  on Civil  Liability  for  Nuclear  Damage  (1963),  with  amendment(1997);

Convention  on Supplementary  Compensation  for  Nuclear  Damage  (1997);
Convention  on Early  Notification  in Case  of  Nuclear  Accident  (1986);
Convention  on Assistance  in Case  of  Nuclear  Accident  or Radiological  Emergency(1986);

Convention  on Nuclear  Safety  (1994);

Joint  Convention  on the Safety  of  Spent  Fuel  Management  and on the Safety  ofRadioactive  Waste  Management  (1997).

While  all  of  the  conventions  listed  above  address  the  possible  transboundary  impact  ofnuclear  installations,  the  two  last,  the  Nuclear  Safety  Convention  and  the  Joint  Convention  onthe  Safety  of  Spent  Fuel  Management  and  on  the  Safety  of  Radioactive  Waste  Managementcontain  specific  provisions  related  to the  planning  and  siting  stage  of  nuclear  installations  andthey  have  therefore  elements  in common  with  the Convention  on Environmental  ImpactAssessment  in  a  Transboundary  Context.  The  objectives  of both  the  Nuclear  SafetyConvention  and  the Joint  Convention  on the  Safety  of  Spent  Fuel  Management  and  on theSafety  of  Radioactive  Waste  Management  include  the  provision  of  "effective  defences  againstpotential  radiological  hazards  so that  individuals,  society  and  environment  are  protected  fromharmful  effects  of  ionizing  radiation".  Both  of  them  also  request  the Contracting  Parties  toconsult  Parties  in the vicinity  of  a planned  nuclear  facility,  insofar  they  are likely  to beaffected  by that  facility,  and  to provide  them,  upon  their  request,  with  general  data  related  tothe facility  to enable  them  to evaluate  the likely  safety  impact  of  the facility  upon  theirterritory.

The  Nuclear  Safety  Convention  came  into  force  24 0ctober  1996.  As  of  today,  42 stateshad  deposited  their  instruments  of  ratification,  acceptance  or approval,  30 of  which  haveoperating  nuclear  plants.  The  Joint  Convention  on the Safety  of  Spent  Fuel  Management  andon  the  Safety  of  Radioactive  Waste  Management  was  opened  for  signature  in September  1997and,  as of  today  has  been  signed  by  32 countries,  20 of  which  have  operating  nuclear  powerplants  and  has been  ratified  by two  states.

The  IAEA's  function  in  establishing  internationally  accepted  safety  standards  isdescribed  in its Statute  as: "to  establish  or adopt,  in consultation  and,  where  appropriate,  in



The  concept  of  protection  beyond  national  boundaries  is reflected  in the IAEA

Safety  Fundamentals,  document  entitled  "Principles  of  Radioactive  Waste  Managen'ient"

(1995). Third of th"-W-%rinciples of it reads: "Radioactive waste shall be managed in such
a way  as to assure  that  possible  effects  on human  health  and  the environment  beyond  national

b orders  will  be taken  into  account".  It is "based  on the premise  that  a country  has a duty  to

act responsible  and,  as a minimum,  not  impose  effects  to human  health  and the environment

in other  countries  more  detrimental  than  those  which  have  been  judged  acceptable  within  its

own  borders".  Implementation  of  this  concept  can be furthered  by exchange  of  information

or  by making  appropriate  arrangements  with  neighbouring  or affected  countries.  The same

concept  is restated  in the "International  Basic  Safety  Standards  for  Protection  against  Ionizing

Radiation  and for  the Safety  of  Radiation  Sources,  jointly  sponsored  by FAO,  IAEA,  ILO,

OECD/NEA,  PAHO  WHO"  (1996)  and other  safety  recommendations  documents;  in the

Safety  Guide  "Regulatory  Control  of  Radioactive  Discharges  into  the Environment"  (to be

published  in 1998)  it is spelled  out  as follows:  "...policies  and  criteria  for  radiation  protection

of  population  outside  national  borders  from  discharge  of  radioactive  substances  should  be as

stringent  as those  for  the population  within  the country  of  discharge".

In summary,  the concept  in the nuclear  field  related  to the impact  assessment  in a

transboundary  context  is fully  in line  with  that  expressed  in the Convention  on Environmental

Impact  Assessment  in a Transboundary  Context.  It should  also  be noted  that  all  Parties  to this

Convention  are Member  States  of  the IAEA,  and most  of  them  have  ratified  the Nuclear

Safety  Convention  and  with  signatures  expressed  their  intention  to ratify  the Joint  Convention

on  the  Safety  of Spent Fuel Management  and on  the  Safety  of Radioactive  Waste

Management.  The  IAEA  is willing  to co-opemte  with  the Parties  and the secretariat  of  the

Convention  in the area of  its expertise  and mandate,  subject  to the approval  of  its governing

bodies.

Article  III.A.6  of  the IAEA's  Statute  (emphasis  added).



Interna'tional  Association  ror Impact

Assessment

Statement UN/ECE PartS meeting H  2L; (\  ';,;  I /-{ (i 0

"The  International  Association  for  Impact  Assessment,  IAIA,  is a

voluntary,  non-profit,  professional  organisation,  established  in 1980  to

bring  together  researchers,  practitioners,  and users  of  various  types  of

impact  assessment  firom  all parts  of  the  world.  It  is accredited  as NGO

with  the  UN.  The  society  has over  2500  members,  affiliates  and  branches

in over  100  countries  around  the world.

IAIA  is committed  to developing  international  capability  to anticipate,

plan  and manage  the  consequences  of  development.  It  seeks  to ensure  that

the economic,  social,  environmental,  and  technological  dimensions  of

decisions  are understood  by those  making  them  and are taken  into  account

in planning  and decision  making.

With  regard  to these  goals,  IAIA  is currently  discussing  with  the

secretariat  of  the  convention  possibilities  of  a closer  collaboration  in

support  of  implementing  and raising  the  awareness  of  the  convention.

)t-'l
IAIAs  interest  inaproviding  support  is highlighted  by the  fact  that  it

has already  jointly  organised  a seminar  on  the  convention  and  provided

a platform  for  papers  on the convention  at the  occasion  of  its 1996

annual  conference  in Portugal".

For information  about IAIA,  please visit  our home page at http://IAIA.ext.nodak.edu/IAIA/

or contact Rita Harnm at our executive office e-mail rhamrn@ndsuext.nodak.edu
Next annual meeting  in Glasgow, Scotland 15-19 June 1999



ST  ATEMENT  BY  PETER  SCHEI  ON  THE  BEHALF  OF  CALESTONS  JUMA,  THE

EXECUTIVE  SECRETT  ARY  OF  THE  CONVENTION  ON  BIODIVERSITY

Mr.  Chairman,  ministers,  excellencies,  distinguished  delegates,  Convention  Secretary,  ladies

and gentlemen.

It  is my great  pleasure  an privilege  to address  the first  meeting  of  the Parties  to the Convention

on Environmental  Impact  Assessment  in a Transboundary  context  here  in Oslo.  On behalf  of

the executive  Secretary  of  the Biodeversity  Convention  (CBD).  I have, as a member  of  the

Bureau  of  CBD's  Subsidiary  Body  on Scientific,  Technical  an technological  advice,  been  asked

to convey  to you  some  of  the deliberations  and decisions  on EIA's  from  the  fourth  COP  of

CBD,  recently  Convened  in Bratislava,  Slovakia.  The  CBD  has now  172  parties  and is one of

the international  environmental  agreements  with  broadest  participation.

The  4'h COP  of  CBD  noted,  I must  say with  great  satisfaction,  the entiy  into  force  of  the

Espoo  Convention,  an example  of  regional  cooperation  in the field  of  EIA  for  the minimising

of  adverse  impacts  from  human  activities  on nature's  health,  biodevirsity  and productions.  In

its decision  on the implementation  of  CBD's  art 14, which  is the art. on EIA,  the COP  also

asks the Executive  Secretary  to initiate  collaboration  between  CBD  and after  relevant

agreements,  institutions  and processes.  The  Executive  Secretary's  key  responsibility  on behalf

of  the COP  in this  respect  was highlighted.  To ensure  coherence  and supportive

implementation  practices  of  the increasing  amount  of  regional  and international  field,  the

7and  need for development, of effective cooperative and coordinative arrangements
were  emphasised  by many  Parties  in Bratislava.

Under  the  Biodevirsity  Convention  the  ecosystem  approach  is adopted  as a basis  for

implementation.  In this  approach,  wish  is historic  an integrative  in the  nature  and still  under

development,  the effects  under  human  activities  and management  practices  in a given  area or

ecosystem  on neighbouring  areas and ecosystems  should  be adequately  addressed.  Both  in the

discussions  and work  program  on inland  mter  diversity  and coastal  and marine  biodevirsity

this  approach  is fundamental.  The  development  and use of  adequate  end effective  EIA

legislation  and procedures,  where  biodevirsity  is given  due attention,  is crucial  in this  context

Equally  important  is the implementation  of  the  provisions  on notification  when  catehrnent

areas,  rivers  or other  types  of  ecological  system  are shared  between  countries.  In  the decision

on EIA  in Bratislava  the COP  also requested  the Parties  to provide  examples  and case studies

on how  biodevirsity  is integrated  into  EIA  legislation  and applications.  In this  context

SBSTTA  was asked  to identify  fiurther  actions  on the  integration  of  biodevirsity  into  EIA  and

also to consider  the development  of  guidelines  in this  respect.

The COP-4  also invited  Parties  to submit  examples  of  measures  and agreements  on the liability

and redress  in case of  adverse  impacts,  on area where  progress  is rather  slow  in the

international  context.

Regarding  the above  mentioned  priorities  and elements  for  consideration  I see a great  potential

in the development  of  cooperation  between  CBD  and the Espoo  Convention  as the

implementation  of  the  two  agreements  is further  developed  in the  years  to come.

Thank  you,  Mr.  Chairman  !
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6bxmuero  CCCP, B ycuomtgx  nepexo,qa  K pbxnotinon  axonoynxe,  ynacue4ona.rxa

3KOJIOI'W'IeCKOH  nOJIHTHKH

aaxono,qare.nhnbrx  nopyaannho-uero4nqecxnx  a:tcron, 4imiancontax  cpe4crn,  a

peanbnon  axo.nornqecxoM  cnryaqnn  B Pecny6nnxe.

enponencxnyn  rocy,qapcrnayn,  Aaep6an,gxancxag  Pecny(5nnxa,  xax  cynepenhoe

rocy,gapc'rno  H qnen 00H,  ax'rnnno  nxmoqn.nacb  B pa6ory  no npncoe,gnnemno

oxpyxamnIen Cpe>x.  Tax Pecny6.nnxe pa'nt4imInponan  qe.nbtn pg4

xonnemInn,  B queue  :xoropbtx  Konnehqng  no namehemim  xmiuara,  no oxpane

oaononoro  cnoq,  no npe,qo"rnpazemuo  aarpganenua  mopa c6pocaun  orxo4on  H

xonnenqnn,  B qnc.ne xoropbix  naxo,qnrcg  u Kon'nenqng  no oqenxe  noaBencrung

B 6mtxantuee  npeyg yxaaannag Komsenqng 6y,qer paant4ynqnponana.

3a  noc.nepnne  necxo.nbxo  .ner  B Pecny6.nnxe  ocyuIec'rnuena  g

npo,qo.nx<aercg  qenenanpaanennag  pa6o'ra COB epLueHCTB  OBaHHR)



paapa6oran  H B 1992 rop  yrnepxgr,en 3axou A:ep6a;5xcancxon

LOeJILII'i pa34eJI  110 3KOJIOrH'IeCKOH  3:KCnepTH3e;

coBepx<auInn

B 1996 roq  npn 4mnanconon no,qepxge  LTNDP paspa6orano  H

xoropou  ,qaercq  oqenxa  npnmengemhim  rexno.nornsiu,  o6opy,qonanmo,

3KOJIOIH"{eCKOn  3KCnepTH3LI

npnnsno  peinemie  o naqa.ne  TOI'O  HJIH  HHOI'O  mt,qa  pesrrenhnocrn.  Mhx

yancrpamrtniou  xon'rexcre  noanonnr  npmmuarb  6o.nee  o6ocnonannbxe

pecny6nnxaucxou  yponne,  rax  H  B qe.nom no pernony.  Mht  mircoxo  qemavi

COpel'lCTBHH 3aKOH'IHJI paapa6o'ncy

npuc"rytmn  K peamiaaqnn  qerbapex  nan6onee  npnopnre"rnbix  npoexaron,  B queue

KOTOpLIX  7THJIH3aLTH5i  pT:7TbCO,)Iep)I(aLLuHX  OTXO,I(OB H COBepnIeHCTBOBaHfl

KOTOpLIe  HCnbIThIBaDT  BCe CTpaHLI  C nepeXO4HOH  3KOHOMH:KOn,  OQ'u{aeT  TaK)Ke

na ce6e nocueBcrmtg  arpeccnn Apuemm,  B peaym,'rare  xoropon  oxxynnpouam,i

20 npoqen"ron  reppn'ropun  Pecny(5nnxn  H  6ouee  o,quoro  mu.nunona  x<ure.nen



B pg,qy nepeqnc.nenm,xx  npo6.ney  he nocue,qnen  sns.nae'rcg npo6uema

Kacmtg,  gnmnoulerocg  ymixanbm,xm  no,qoeuou  u nyemulny  orporvuioe

qean,tpex conpeBenbm,tx  rocy,qapcrn.  no,qbea  yponna  uopg,  exero4mitn  c6poc  B

hero crpanamn npn.xacnnncxoro  pernona  12 vrrpp.  xy6/M  neoqnuIemrbtx

C IIpHrpaHH'{HhIMH  rOC'y'papCTBaMH B CBeTe npHMeHeHH5{ IIOJIO)KeHHl'i 4aHHOn

3KCnepTaMH  II5iTH

3KOJIOrH'ieCKa5{  IIpOrpaMMa"

pacno.nararbcg  B r.Eaxy.

Yqnrbxnag  naunqne  o6ulnx  axo.rxornqecxnx  npo6nem,  npnruauxaem  t

,i7CTOpOHHeM7 H MHOI'OCTOpOHHeM7 CO'Ip:574HH'leCTB'y' npHrpaHH'nHLIe

B aanepinemte  cnoero mac'rynnemisi  xoqy  cube paa  nhxpa.anarh CBOK)

npnanareubnocrb  npaun"reubcrny  H Mnmtc'repcrny  axouormt  Hopnernn  sa TO

IIpHeM.



Hh$opyaBng  o6ulecrsemibxx  oprami:atlnn

Coneulamte  C'ropou  Kohneutlun

o6 oqehxe  no:i,qencrnna  na oxpyxamulym  cpe,qy

B TpaHCrpaHH'lHOM  KOHTeKCTe

nepnoe  coneulamte

(OCJI0,  18-20  uag  1998)

(K  nyhx'ry  5 npe,qbapn'renbhon  nonecrxn  ,qng)

HH@OPMAL{HH

o 4esi'rem,nocani H no:iuoxnocrsix  co'rpy4nntiec'rna  c Coneulauneu  CTOPOH
nenpannre.rihcrnennhix  o6tqecrnetuihix  opranuaaqnn

LJeurp :ixo.riorntiecxnx  npoexron  - Centre for Environmental  Projects
(L{3n/CEP-Moscow)

H Meynapouuon  (CHr)  o6utecrnetniofi  cern

no otlenwe  no:i4encrnng  na oxpyxamulym  cpepy - International  (NIS)  Public  Network

for  Environmental  Impact  Assessment  (IVIOC-OBOC  /IPNEIA)

Cpe,IJ7 B TpaHCrpaHH'{HOM  KOHTeKCTe.

LJeh'rpy axouornqecxux  npoex'ro.u (CEP-Moscow)  nopyqeno  - npn 4imiahconon

Pyxoso,puInx  npmulnnon  no yqacanno  o6ulecrsennoc'rn  B oqehxe  noa,gencrnug  na

o6ulec'rnehnas CeTb nO OIJeHKe  BO3,I(enCTBH5i

Peuiehng  aroro  conemahng,  xoropoe  6btno  npe,ucrasueno  ua gerneprou  Conemahnn

CTOPOH Konnemann B uapre 1995 ro,ua B )Kenene, orueqa.nacb  heo6xo,nnyoc'rb

pa:isn'rng o6ulecrnehhbtx  ce'ren H o6ulecrnehhhtx  qehrpon no OBOC. B hacroguIee

BpeM5{ MOC-OBOC/IPNEIA 5{BJI5{K)TC5{ 6o.nee 200

HenpaBHTeJIbCTBeHHbIX,  rOC)/,)JapCTBeHHhIX,  KOMMepgeCKHX  OpraHH3aL{HH  H rpa)KAaH

,.qeng'rn crpan  CHr.

Me)K,I('y'HapO,I(HblX H HaL{HOHaJILHbIX  npOL{e,I(7p OL{eHKH BO3,I(el'lCTBH5{ H nOArOTOBKa

o6ulecrsehhocrn  K conuecam-ay  4encrnngu  B pamxax  Konnemlmt.



npn  nopepxxe  nporpamubi  TACHC  Enponencxoro  Com:ia na pyccxoy  g:ibixe

qac'ruocant,  ocnonhbte  no.noxemig  Konnemlnn,  Pexoueh4aqnn  npannranhcrnau  crpah

npn  nopepxxe  nporpauubt  TACHC  5btna  raxxe  na,qana  n pacnpocrpaugercg

KOTOpOH  npHBe4eHbl  H3BJIe'leHH5{ OCHOBHbIX  pOCCHl'iCKHX  H eBpOneHCKHX

hopuarnpm,xx  axron  no yqac"rmo  o5uIec'rnenhocrn  B npnng'rnn  axonornqecxn

EC 97/11 no oqehxe no:i,qencrmig,  4npex'rnna  EC 90/313 o cno6o4e ,gocryna  K

3KOJIOrHgeCKOn mi$opuaqnn,  npoexr  4npexanimix  EC  o crparernqecxou

axonornqecxon  oqeuxe,  a raxxe  axonornqecxne  xohnemlun  H ,qpyrne  uarepnanbx  E3K

nOMHMO 4yunanconofi  no,.qepxxn

Coe,qnnennoro  Kopouencrna  H pa6ora  B Ll,en'rpe Enponencxon  ,.qoxyuen'raqnn  B

B.nIpare,  xoropbtu  uhx  oqehb  npnaharenbnbi.

IIPH 4iopuuponannn  o5uIecrnemion  cern MOC-OBOC/IPNEIA  mbt ncxo,qnmi

H3 onpe4enemtst o5uIecrnemiocrn,  ,qahhoro  B 9cnoo  - KohnemInn  H B Kohnehtlnn

E3K  00H  no  rpancrpahntmouy  no:i,qencrmno  npoubtiunehhbxx  anapnn,  B

coornerc"rnmi  c xoropbxy  "o6uiecrnenuocrb  o:inaqaer  O,II,HO  HJIH  necxonbxo

cern,  noynuo  o6uIec'rnemibtx  oprami:iatIun,  5{BJI5{K)TC5{  u rocy,qapc'rnemibte,  H

KOMMepgeCKHe  OpraHH3aLTHli,  H npOCTO rpa)K4aHe0

pa6ore  o6tuecrnemion  ceru  H B nonyqemm  nauxnx  hacrosuunx  H 6y,uyumx

KOOp,qHHaTbl.

Xo're.nocb  6hx oruernrh,  tno  ,gegre.nbnocrb  nautnx  oprahn:iatlnn

o4inquam,hhxun  oprahaun.  Tax,  no npocb6e  poccnncxoro  rocyaapcrsemioro

npnpo,.gooxpauhoro  ne,qoucrna  B 1994 v 1998 ro,qax MbI npOBO,l(HJm  o6ulec'rnemihie

o6cyxuemtsi  nattuoha.rxbm,xx ,qoxyuenron,  pernauenrnpynmux  npone,uenne ouehxn

prxsx pacumpenug  ,qegrenhnoc'rn  o6uIecrnemiocrn  B pauxax  Kounetulnn  B



otlehxe  no:i,qencrnng  ha  oxpyxamulym  cpe,4y  (INCEIA).  IInamtpyercg,  qro  3TOT ilen'rp

6y4e'r  na,qana'rb  ha pyccxou  gabtxe  ua'repnanbx  Conezannn  CTOPOH  Konnemlnn  H ee

pa6oqnx  opranon,  nposo,qu'rb  o6yqetme  o6uIec'rnennoc'rn  peann:aqun  npmulnnon

Konnehqnn  H  orpa5arbinarb  3TH  npnmInm,x  na  npaxrnxe  B pauxax  rmno'rm,ix

npoe:xron,  nponoBnubtx  no uunqnarmie  o6ulecrnehnocrn  v npn ee a:xrminou  yqacrnn.

npumlnnna.nbhoe  cor.nacne poccnncxnx o$nqnaubnbtx  .nmI ua npone4eune

no,qo6mixx npoexron  no.nyqeno. CJIO)KHOCTH nmnh B orcyrcrnmi  $nhahcnponamig.  B

CB5{3H  C 3THM  yba  6bx.rm  6bx necbua  npn:share.nbhbx  reu  crpanau  H xoynamisnv,  xoaropbie

uornu  6ht  nogepxarb  co:i,qanne  raxoro  L{enrpa  H ero  ,4esirenbhocrb.

Oqenn,gho,  qro  npn  peaun:sarIuu  nouoxemifi  KonnemInn  BO3MO)KHO

no'amixnonemte  xon$mtxrhbxx  cnryaqnn H c"romcuonemtsi mnepeco:s. O,qnaxo, ybr

y5eeuhi  B TOM,  T-ITO Kounehtutg  gn.mercg  naxnenutuy  nnc'rpyuehrou

corpypmiqecrna,  a he  npornnocroghng.  Ona  6y,qer  cnoco6crnona'rb  peann:iaqnn

rIpHHUHnOB 7CTOl'IgHBOr0 pa3BHTH5J H ,IIJOCTH)KeHH5{ B3aHMOnOHHMaHH5{ He TOJIbKO Ha

Me)K47HapO,JHOM,  Ha H Ha HalJHOHaJIbHOM  7pOBH5JX.

Mbt  y6eenbx  v B TOM, [ITO ponb  H :inaqehne  KonnehtImt  6y,.qer no:ipacrarb  c

xax,qbxm  ro,qom.  Mbi  nepuu,  q'ro  Konnentlng  craher  o,qmiu  H3 naxnemunx

HHCTp7MeHTOB  COTp'y'uHH'leCTBa  TpeTberO  TbIC5{'IeJIeTH5{ COTp7,IJHHgeCTBa  Me)K,II(7

napo,qauu  3emun  H uex,qy  qenonexou  H ero  cpe,gon o6n"ramig.

Batnn  noromxn  6y,qyr rop4nrhcg  reu,  tno  ux npe4xn  crog.nn y ucroxon  cronb

saxnoro  ,qoxyuenra  y 6y,.gyr  nay  6naro,qapmix  aa ero  pa:.pa6orxy.

Hay,  B CBOK)  oqepe,n,b,  xorenoch  6bx nbipa:inrb  rny6oxym  6naro4apnocrb

npannre.rrbcrny  Hopnernn,  Cexperapnary  E9K  00H  H  Pernonanbnouy

.axonoruqecxouy  qen'rpy  B By,.qanetnre,  (5naro,.qapg  co,qeficrmno  xoropbxx  ubt  nonyqnnn

cqacr.nn:sym no:iuoxhoc'rh  ytiacrnonarb  B pa6ore nepnoro ConenIamisi  CTOPOH

Kounentlnn.

Hnxonafi  rpmnmi,

pyxono,4nrenb  U,9n/CEP-Moscow,

xoop,qnnarop  MOC-OBOC'/IPNEIA

A/5J  400,  Mocxna,  123423,  Poccng

ren/4iaxc:  7-095-1912326

E-mail:  ngrishin@glasnet.ru

P.O.Box  400  Moscow,  123423,  Russia

T/F  7-095-1912326;

E-mail:  ngrishin@glasnet.ru



International  Association  {or  Impact

Assessmen"t:

Statement UN/ECE Parts meeting H 2Y ( \  2 () I d cl 7

"The  International  Association  for  Impact  Assessment,  IAIA,  is a

voluntary,  non-profit,  professional  organisation,  established  in 1980  to

bring  together  researchers,  practitioners,  and  users  of  various  types  of

impact  assessment  from  all parts  of  the  world.  It  is accredited  as NGO

with  the  UN.  The  society  has over  2500  members,  affiliates  and  branches

in over  100  countries  around  the  world.

IAIA  is committed  to  developing  international  capability  to  anticipate,

plan  and manage  the  consequences  of  development.  It  seeks  to ensure  that

the  economic,  social,  environmental,  and  technological  dimensions  of

decisions  are understood  by those  making  them  and are  taken  into  account

in planning  and decision  making.

With  regard  to these  goals,  IAIA  is currently  discussing  with  the

secretariat  of  the  convention  possibilities  of  a closer  collaboration  in

support  of  implementing  and raising  the  awareness  of  the  convention.

/t-'r[
IAIAs  interest  in'providing  support  is higMighted  by  the  fact  that  it

has already  jointly  organised  a seminar  on  the  convention  and  provided

a platform  for  papers  on the  convention  at the  occasion  of  its 1996

annual  conference  in Portugal".

For information  about IAIA,  please visit  our home page at http://IAIA.ext.nodak.edu/IAIA/

or contact Rita Harnm at our executive office e-mail rharnm@ndsuext.nodak.edu
Next annual meeting  in Glasgow, Scotland 15-19 June 1999



Finland

Meeting  of the Parties  to the Convention  on Environmental  Impact  Assessment  in a
Transboundary  Context
First  meeting,  Oslo  18-20  May  1998

Item 5: Policy  statements  by ministers  and heads  of delegations

Distinguished  ministers

Ladies  and Gentlemen

On behalf  of the Finnish  delegation,  I would  like to express  our  gratitude  to the

Norwegian  government  for hosting  this  important  meeting.  Additionally,  I would  like

to thank  all the countries  who  by ratifying  the Convention  have  helped  bring  about
this  meeting.

Finland  ratified  the Convention  in August  1995,  and today  our  Act  and Decree  on
Environmental  Impact  Assessment  Procedure  implement  the Convention.

Environmental  Impact  Assessment  is an effective  instrument  for  enhancing

sustainable  development  by integrating  environmental  issues  into  economic  and

sectoral  policies.  The Convention  is an important  tool  in preventing  and mitigating

adverse  transboundary  environmental  impacts  of  proposed  projects.  Because  of

the Convention,  countries  have  greater  opportunities  to exchange  information  and

to consult  with  each  other  during  the early  stages  of project  planning.  Moreover,

the Convention  leads  to better  mutual  co-operation  and lessens  the likelihood  of

possible  disagreements  over  iSSues - disagreements  which  otherwise  might  arise
during  later  stages  of planning  and implementation.

Since  the Convention  was  signed  in Espoo  in 1991,  Finland  has applied  the

provisions  of  the Convention  as far as possible.  Even  before  the Convention  came

into  force,  Finland  was  putting  the  provisions  into  practice.  During  this  period,  we

notified  Sweden  of the construction  of a reservoir  and of the  enlargement  of a

ferrochrome  and stainless  steel  works.  In addition,  Russia  was  notified  of the

construction  of a power  plant.  These  first  cases,  or trial runs,  have  been  very

important,  because  we gained  valuable  experiences  for later  applications  of the

Convention.  The  Convention  is now  being  applied  to a nuclear  waste  project,  and
three  other  projects  are about  to begin  during  this  summer  and autumn.

From  our  experience,  countries  neec! to be well  informed  of their  respective

national  administrative  systems  and EIA procedures.  Bilateral  and multilateral  co-

operation  cannot  be overemphasized.  Let me give  a few  examples  of what  can be

done.  Under  the Nordic  Council  of Ministers,  the Nordic  countries  have  co-

operated  on case  studies.  Finland  also  acted  as a lead country,  under  the  Arctic

Environmental  Protection  Strategy,  in preparing  guidelines  for environmental

impact  assessment  in the  Arctic.  We have  also  entered  into negotiations  with  our

neighbouring  countries,  Estonia  and Russia,  to draff  respective  bilateral  EIA
agreements.

Now  that  the Convention  has come  into force,  the work  of the Meeting  of the

Parties  to the Convention  is very  important.  In addition  to the formal  and financial

framework,  the tasks  under  the workplan  will provide  us with  further  guidance  and
more  opportunities  to exchange  experiences  - both  of which  are needed  to apply

the Convention  more  effectively.  Finland  will be acting  as a lead country  together

with  Sweden,  and in co-operation  with  the European  Commission,to  carry-out  the



item "Practical  Application  of  the Convention"  in the  workplan.

The  draft  Oslo  ministerial  declaration  recommends  that  the principles  of

environmental  impact  assessment  in a transboundary  context  should  also  be

applied  on the strategic  level.  This  is an important  step  fowards  in integrating

environmental  issues  into other  policies,  especially  transport  policies,  in the ECE

region.  Let's  take  a moment  to recall  the Vienna  Declaration  and the Programme

of Joint  Action  annexed  to it. These  were  adopted  at the Ministerial  Conference  on

Transport  and the Environment  in Vienna  last November.  One  item in the

Programme  of Joint  Action  is the integration  of  Strategic  Environmental  Impact

Assessment  into transport  planning  processes.  Finland  has taken  the role  of lead

country  for  this item because  we strongly  support  it.

To conclude,  we are convinced  that  this  will be a successful  meeting.  Finland  also

hopes  that  because  of this meeting,  those  countries  who  have  not  yet  ratified  the

Convention  will be encouraged  to do so. As soon  as possible.  Together,  we can

make  the  Convention  effective  in preventing  and mitigating  adverse  transboundary

environmental  impacts  in the  whole  ECE  region.  Today  and in the  future.



'UNITED  NATIONS  ENVIRONMENT  PROG

First  Meeting  of  the  Parties  to the  Convention  on Environmental  Impact

Assessment  in a Transboundary  Context

Oslo  18 - 20 May  1998

The United  Nations  Environtnent  Programme  ({JNEP)  welcomes  the entry  into  force  of

the Convention  on Environmental  Impact  Assessment  in a Transboundary  Context.

I would  also like  to take  t's  opportunity  to congratulate  the governtnent  of  Norway  for

hosting  this  first  meeting  of  the Parties  and making  it a tnily  memorable  occasion..

The concept  of sustainable  development  is increasingly  being  used by a growing

number  of  coiu'itries  as a criterion  for  addressing  economic  development  issues, and

Environmental  Impact  Assessment  (EIA)  is considered  to be one of  the essential  tools

for  integrating  environmental  considerations  into  all  levels  of  development  plaru'iing  and

decision-making

{JNEPs  role  is to promote  the development  and application  of  environmental  economic

policies,  including  assessment  and accounting  of  nahiral  resources  and environmental

reviews.  This  is in accordance  with  Agenda  21 of  the United  Nations  Conference  on

Environment  and Development.  It Identified  the need  for  an effective  EIA  process  and

for integrating  environment  and development  and specifically  called  on UNEP  to

include  work  on further  development  and promotion  of  the widest  possible  use of

environmental  impact  assessment  and cooperate  in activities  catried  out under  the

auspices  of  the United  Nations  specialized  agencies.

UNEP  and the Economic  Commission  for Europe  in  cooperation  with  the  State

Committee  of  the Russian  Federation  on Environmental  Protection  are considering  a

project  that aims at enhancing  EIA  capacity  in Russia  and the  CIS based on the

principles  of  interstate  cooperation  and its role in environmentally  sound  decision

making.  This  project  shall  pay attention  to measures  and procedures  to prevent,  control

or reduce  significant  adverse  impacts,  and particularly  in mitigating  transboundary

impacts,



Furthermore  the project  should  result  in the preparation  of  procedures,  trauung  courses

and modules  specifically  tailored  to their  own  needs and pertinent  to their  economic  and

social  environments,  cultural  conditions  and resources.

Before  undertaking  this activity,  there was a need to translate  the {JNEP  Training

Manual  into  Russian.  Selected  chapters  have been  translated  by the Center  for  Project

Preparation  of  the Russian  Programme  of  Environtnental  Investments.

A Russian  NGO  Ecoline  an Ecologia's  daughter  orgarusation  proposes  to use relevant

chapters  of  the '[JNEP  Training  Manual  in its distant  learning  EIA  courses  for  NGOs,

businesses  and government  officials  in  the CIS Region.

The UNEP  EIA  Programme  is  aimed  primarily  at enhancing  indigenous  capacxttes  in

developing  and  transitional  countries  and has the following  distinctive  features.

It is "needs  assessment  driven"  based  on an introductory  format  for  identifying  priorities

for EIA  capacity  building.  It is directed  at "training  trainers"  with  responsibility  for

national  implementation  devolved  to local  experts  and open  to local  institutions  and

individuals  "taking  ownership"  by adapting  the modules  to their  requtrements  and

developing  relevant  case studies  and additional  support  material.

As the UNEP  EIA  programme  is a global  one, we welcome  the decision  taken  by the

parties  to open  up the convention  to non  ECE  members.  We  hope  this  new  dimension

on transboundary  impacts  will  in fuhire  be reflected  in the UNEP  trau'ung  modules.

Some  of the  topics  to  be  added include  health  and Social  impacts,  Strategic

Environmental  Assessment  and cumulative  impacts.

UNEP  welcomes  the continued  work  under  the "Sofia  Initiative"  aimed  at increasing

awareness  among  politicians  and decision-makers,  and promote  public  parttctpation  in

EIA  process  as well  as strengthening  cooperation  on EIA  development  in all CIT

countries.

{JNEP  looks  forward  to working  with  all the signatories  to the EIA  convention  in

strengthening  their  institutional  capacities  to implement  and enforce  the obligations  they

have  signed  to.



STATEMENT

of  the  Minister  of  the  Environment  and  Waters

of  the  Republic  of  Bulgaria

on the  occasion  of  the  First  Meeting  of  the  Parties  to the  Convention  on

Environmental  Impact  Assessment  in a Transboundary  Context

Dear  Chairman,

Your  Excellencies,

Ladies  and  Gentlemen,

In Bulgaria,  the legislative  initiative  on environmental  impact  assessment  is

strong  and  we have  the necessary  basis  for  the practical  implementation  of this

important  instrument  in environmental  management.  The  process  of Environmental

Impact  Assessment  Follows  the  principal  guidelines  of  European  legislation

(Directive  85/337  on EIA  and  the complementary  Directive 97/11).

The  Republic  of  Bulgaria  is one  of  the  countries  which  signed  the  Convention

on EIA in a Transboundary  Context  in Espoo,  Finland  in 1991,  and  in March  1995

our  country  ratified  the  Convention.

The  practical  implementation  of the  environmental  impact  assessment

includes  the following  key  stages:  screening  of the projects;  identification  of the

scope  of the impacts;  preparation  of an EIA report  by independent  authorised

experts;  submission  of the report  for public  discussion;  taking  of a balanced

decision  on EIA by the competent  authority;  possibility  to appeal  against  the

decision.

The  requirements  for  EIA  are  included  in a Special  separate  Chapter  of the

Environmental  Protection  Act  (Chapter  IV) and  there  are  a Regulations  developed

on  the  terms  and  conditions  for  the  practical  implementation  of EIA.  There  are  three

regulations  developed  and  enforced  in this  area.  The  role  and  importance  of  EIA in

the  preventive  control  of environmental  pollution  are  further  strengthened  with  the

implementation  of  this  assessment  at initial  stage  of  project  design  and  planing.  The

Environmental  Protection  Act,  Chapter  IV, provide  for  the  mandatory  assessment  of

development  plans  and  programmes.

We  have  started  the  implementation  of  the  requirements  of  the  Convention  by

signing  bilateral  and  multilateral  agreements  with  our  neighbouring  countries

(Romania,  Greece  and FYR).  The  implementation  of joint  EIA procedures  for

projects  with  transboundary  impact  has not yet started  since  the Convention

entered  into  force  in September  1997.  We  have  achieved  a principal  agreement  with

Greece  upon  a trilateral  meeting  among  Bulgaria,  Greece  and  Romania  in the  end



of 1999.  We  envision  to extend  our  cooperation  with  Romania  in the  field  of EIA in

the  framework  ofthe  bilateral  agreement  signed  in 1997.

It is also  important  to mention  that  until  now  the  Convention  has  been  ratified  only

by Greece  of  all our  neighbouring  countries.  We  hope  that  some  other  neighbouring

countries,  such  as Romania  and Ukraine  will have  joined  the  Convention  by this

First  Meeting  ofthe  Parties  in Oslo.

The  provisions  of  the  Convention  are  adopted  entirely  in our  National  Legislation  on

EIA and  particularly  in a new  draft  Regulation  on EIA  which  is to be adopted.  The

implementing  regulations  are being  continuously  improved.  We have  developed

and approved  a Regulation  on the Assessment  of the Environmental  Effect  of

Projects  and Activities  that  are not Subject  to  Mandatory  EIA, which  will be

implemented  by the  municipalities.  We have  developed  and  approved  Guidelines

for  the  Assessment  of  the  Impact  of  Historical  Pollution  on  the  Environment.

As a party  to this  extremely  important  document,  Bulgaria  will strictly  follow  the

requirements  for  its practical  implementation,  considering  the  fact  that,  due  to the

small  territory  and  central  location  of  our  country  in the  Balkan  peninsula,  there  are

potential  risks  for  us to cause  transboundary  pollution  resulting  from  our  industrial

activities  as well  as to be subject  of  transboundary  pollution  from  our  neighbouring

countries.

We consider  that  the  regular  exchange  of views  on the  implementation  and

legislative  practices  is extremely  useful.  Accordingly,  we fully  support  the pilot

seminar  included  in the  work  plan,  that  is planned  to  take  place  in Bulgaria  at the

beginning  of  1999,  and  we  express  our  gratitude  to Norway  and  the  Secretariat  for

their  readiness  to provide  financial  support.  We  will make  all necessary  efforts  to

develop  this  initiative  and  make  it useful  not  only  for  our  country  but  also  for the

other  countries  in transition  for  which  it is intended.



Communication  on current  activities  being  developed  by the World
Health  Organization  (WHO)  on the Environmental  Health  impacts  of
Transport,  and proposal  to collaborate  on that  issues  with  parties  to
the Convention  on Environmental  Impact  Assessment  in  a
Transboundary  Context.

Considering  the wide  range  of  ii'npacts  of  transport  to environi'nental  health,  the
WHO  is developing  a thorough  review  of  these health  effects  and guidelines  for
their  assessment.  This  is being  done through:

1. A series of  science-based  reviews  which  cover:

@ human  exposure,  with  reference  to mutliple  exposure  and groups  at risk;
* Links  between  transport  and health  through  enviroru'nental  concentration  of

pollutants;

@ Direct  links  between  transport
split  (including  non-motorised

characteristics  such  as volumes,  modes,  modal
means)  and human  health.

These  reviews  cover  health  effects  through  a range  of  mechanisms  including  air
pollution, noise,  accidents,  and through  physical  activity  while  walking  and cycling.
Reviews  on methods  for  integrated  exposure  assessment  and impact  assessment  are
also included.

2. Recommendations  for  the environi'nental  health  impact  assessment  (EH[A)  of
transport  activities  with  guidance  on methods  and processes.

These  are meant  to be tools  for  the implementation  of  integrated  impact
assessments,  i.e. assessments  of  the whole  range  of  health  effects  resulting  from
transport  policies,  plans  and programmes,  but also from  projects.

This  activities  are part  of  the preparation  for  the Third  Ministerial  Conference  in
Enviroru'nent  and Health  (to be held  in London  in June 1999),  along  with  a review
of  policies  which  support  transport  and mobility  choices  which  have  greatest  benefit
to environment  and health.  The  activities  on  impact  assessment  of  transport  are
envisaged  to continue  beyond  1999.

Current  activities  under  way  to support  these developments  include:

1. Tlie  work  of  several  international  pannels  of  experts,  preparing  the above
science-based  reviews.



2. Case  studies  looking  at the  the impacts  of  transport  on environmental  health  and
their  econon"iic  valuation  (of  transport-related  air  pollution,  and  the  impact  of  two
stroke  engine  vehicles).

3. Meetings  with  Member  States  to agree  on  measures  to support  transport  and
mobility  policies  which  lead  to most  environinental  health  gain  (July  1998,
February  1999  and  May  1999)

We would  like  to ensure co-ordination  of  these envirorunental  health  impact
assessment activities  with  those which  are likely  to emerge from  the follow-up  work
of  the Convention  on Environi'nental  Impact  Assessment  in  a Transboundary
Context  focusing  on  transport-related  issues.

Our  initiative  is in  the  spirit  of  co-ordination  supported  by  the  inter-agency  steering
cot'nmittee  that  helps  gide  this  work,  and  which  includes  the  UN-ECE,  UNEP,  EC,
EEA,  OECD,  ECMT,  and  the  NGO  T&E..  The  Transport  and  Health  work
mentioned  above  is also  part  of  the  follow-up  activities  of  the  UN-ECE  Transport
and  Enviroru'nent  Conference  held  in  Vienna  in 1997,  which  are being  led  by  the
WHO.

Health  is an impoitant  aspect  of  the  Convention  on  Environi'nental  Impact
Assessment  in  a Transboundary  Context,  and  indeed  there  have  been  meetings  of
the  preparatory  group  to this  meeting  with  the WHO  on  the  the  elaboration  of
methodologies  for  health  impact  assessment.  The  assessment  of  transport  impacts
on health  is a part  of  the  health  impact  assessment,  which  systematically  addresses
specific  issues  emerging  in  analyses  of  this  sector.

The  WHO  is open  to establish  a partnership  with  the  parties  to the  Convention  on
Envirorunental  Impact  Assessment  in a Transboundary  Context  on  the  health  impact
assessment  of  transport  activities  and  proposes  to interested  meeting  parties  to form
a working  group  on  this  topic  which  would  also  consider  the  possibility  of  a
protocol  or ammendment  to the  convention  on the  environmental  health  impact
assessment  of  transport.



Meeting  of  the  Parties  to the Convention  on Environmental  Impact
Assessment  in a Transboundary  Context

Oslo,  18-20  May  1998

ST  ATEMENT  OF  THE  INTERNATIONAL  ATOMIC  ENERGY  AGENCY

The  International  Atomic  Energy  Agency  is actively  engaged  in matters  concerned  withthe impact  assessment  and control  of  releases  of  radioactive  materials  to the environment  ina transboundary  context,  both  in relation  to legally  binding  international  instruments  and alsoin the context  of  its own  safety  recommendations  to the Member  States.  This  note  identifiessome of  the elements  which  these documents  have in common  with  the Convention  onEnvironmental  Impact  Assessment  in a Transboudary  Context.

There  are several  conventions  and  agreements  in the field  of  nuclear  energy  and safetywhich  are  relevant  to  the  Convention  on  Environmental  Impact  Assessment  in  aTransboundary  Context,  they  are:

Vienna  Convention  on Civil  Liability  for  Nuclear  Damage  (1963),  with  amendment(1997);

Convention  on Supplementary  Compensation  for  Nuclear  Damage  (1997);
Convention  on Early  Notification  in Case of  Nuclear  Accident  (1986);
Convention  on Assistance  in Case of  Nuclear  Accident  or Radiological  Emergency(1986);

Convention  on Nuclear  Safety  (1994);

Joint  Convention  on the Safety  of  Spent  Fuel Management  and on the Safety  ofRadioactive  Waste  Management  (1997).

While  all of  the conventions  listed  above  address  the possible  transboundary  impact  ofnuclear  installations,  the two  last,  the  Nuclear  Safety  Convention  and  the Joint  Convention  onthe Safety  of  Spent  Fuel  Management  and on the Safety  of  Radioactive  Waste  Managementcontain  specific  provisions  related  to the planning  and  siting  stage  of  nuclear  installations  andthey  have therefore  elements  in common  with  the Convention  on Environmental  ImpactAssessment  in a Transboundary  Context.  The  objectives  of both  the  Nuclear  SafetyConvention  and the Joint  Convention  on the Safety  of  Spent  Fuel  Management  and on theSafety  of  Radioactive  Waste  Management  include  the provision  of  "effective  defences  againstpotential  radiological  hazards  so that  individuals,  society  and  environment  are protected  fromharmful  effects  of  ionizing  radiation".  Both  of  them  also request  the Contracting  Parties  toconsult  Parties  in the vicinity  of  a planned  nuclear  facility,  insofar  they  are likely  to beaffected  by  that  facility,  and to provide  them,  upon  their  request,  with  general  data  related  tothe facility  to enable  them  to evaluate  the likely  safety  impact  of  the facility  upon  theirtemtory.

The  Nuclear  Safety  Convention  came  into  force  24 0ctober  1996.  As of  today,  42 stateshad deposited  their  instruments  of  ratification,  acceptance  or approval,  30 of  which  haveoperating  nuclear  plants.  The  Joint  Convention  on the Safety  of  Spent  Fuel  Management  andon the Safety  of  Radioactive  Waste  Management  was  opened  for  signature  in September  1997and, as of  today  has been  signed  by 32 countries,  20 of  which  have  operating  nuclear  powerplants  and has been  ratified  by two  states.

The IAEA's  function  in establishing  internationally  accepted  safety  standards  isdescribed  in its Statute  as: "to  establish  or adopt,  in consultation  and, where  appropriate,  in



The  concept  of  protection  beyond  national  boundaries  is reflected  in the IAEA

Safety  Fundamentals,  document  entitled  "Principles  of  Radioactive  Waste  Management"

(1995). Third of thearinciples  of it reads: "Radioactive waste shall be managed in such
a way  as to assure  that  possible  effects  on human  health  and  the environment  beyond  national

b orders  will  be taken  into  account".  It is "based  on the premise  that  a country  has a duty  to

act responsible  and,  as a minimum,  not  impose  effects  to human  health  and the environment

in other  countries  more  detrimental  than  those  which  have  been  judged  acceptable  within  its

own  borders".  Implementation  of  this  concept  can be furthered  by exchange  of  information

or  by making  appropriate  arrangements  with  neighbouring  or affected  countries.  The same

concept  is restated  in the  "International  Basic  Safety  Standards  for  Protection  against  Ionizing

Radiation  and for  the Safety  of  Radiation  Sources,  jointly  sponsored  by FAO,  IAEA,  ILO,

OECD/NEA,  PAHO  WHO"  (1996)  and other  safety  recommendations  documents;  in the

Safety  Guide  "Regulatory  Control  of  Radioactive  Discharges  into  the Environment"  (to be

published  in 1998)  it is spelled  out  as follows:  "...policies  and criteria  for  radiation  protection

of  population  outside  national  borders  from  discharge  of  radioactive  substances  should  be as

stringent  as those  for  the population  within  the country  of  discharge".

In summary,  the concept  in the nuclear  field  related  to the impact  assessment  in a

transboundary  context  is fully  in  line  with  that  expressed  in the Convention  on Environmental

Impact  Assessment  in a Transboundary  Context.  It should  also  be noted  that  all  Parties  to this

Convention  are Member  States of  the IAEA,  and most  of  them  have ratified  the Nuclear

Safety  Convention  and  with  signatures  expressed  their  intention  to ratify  the  Joint  Conyention

on the  Safety  of Spent Fuel Management  and on the  Safety  of Radioactive  Waste

Management.  The  IAEA  is willing  to co-operate  with  the Parties  and the secretariat  of  the

Convention  in  the area of  its expertise  and  mandate,  subject  to the approval  of  its governing

bodies.

Article  III.A.6  of  the IAEA's  Statute  (emphasis  added).



Meeting  of  the  Parties  to the  Convention  on Environmental  Impact
Assessment  in a Transboundary  Context

Oslo,  18-20  May  1998

ST  ATEMENT  OF  THE  INTERNATIONAL  ATOMIC  ENERGY  AGENCY

The International  Atomic  Energy %ency  is actively  engaged in matters concerned withthe impact  assessment  and  control  of  releases  of  radioactive  materials  to the environment  ina transboundary  context,  both  in relation  to legally  binding  international  instruments  and alsoin the context  of  its own  safety  recommendations  to the Member  States.  This  note  identifiessome of  the elements  which  these documents  have in common  with  the Convention  onEnvironmental  Impact  Assessment  in a Transboudary  Context.

There  are several  conventions  and agreements  in the field  of  nuclear  energy  and safetywhich  are  relevant  to  the  Convention  on  Environmental  Impact  Assessment  in  aTransboundary  Context,  they  are:

Vienna  Convention  on Civil  Liability  for  Nuclear  Damage  (1963),  with  amendment(1997);

Convention  on Supplementary  Compensation  for  Nuclear  Damage  (1997);
Convention  on Early  Notification  in Case of  Nuclear  Accident  (1986:);
Convention  on Assistance  in Case of  Nuclear  Accident  or Radiological  Emergency(1986);

Convention  on Nuclear  Safety  (1994);

Joint Convention  on the Safety  of  Spent  Fuel Management  and on the Safety  ofRadioactive  Waste  Management  (1997).

While  all  of  the conventions  listed  above  address  the possible  transboundary  impact  ofnuclear  installations,  the  two  last,  the  Nuclear  Safety  Convention  and  the  Joint  Convention  onthe Safety  of  Spent  Fuel  Management  and on the Safety  of  Radioactive  Waste  Managementcontain  specific  provisions  related  to the  planning  and  siting  stage  of  nuclear  installations  andthey have therefore  elements  in common  with  the Convention  on Environmental  ImpactAssessment in a Transboundary  Context.  The objectives  of both  the  Nuclear  SafetyConvention  and the Joint  Convention  on the Safety  of  Spent  Fuel  Management  and on theSafety  of  Radioactive  Waste  Management  include  the provision  of  "effective  defences  againstpotential  radiological  hazards  so that  individuals,  society  and  environment  are protected  fromharmful  effects  of  ionizing  radiation".  Both  of  them  also request  the Contracting  Parties  toconsult  Parties  in the vicinity  of  a planned  nuclear  facility,  insofar  they  are likely  to beaffected  by that  facility,  and  to provide  them,  upon  their  request,  with  general  data  related  tothe facility  to enable  them  to evaluate  the likely  safety  impact  of  the facility  upon  theirterritory.

The  Nuclear  Safety  Convention  came  into  force  24 0ctober  1996.  As  of  today,  42 stateshad deposited  their  instruments  of  ratification,  acceptance  or approval,  30 of  which  haveoperating  nuclear  p]ants.  The  Joint  Convention  on the Safety  of  Spent  Fuel  Management  andon the Safety  of  Radioactive  Waste  Management  was  opened  for  signature  in September  1997and, as of  today  has been  signed  by 32 countries,  20 of  which  have  operating  nuclear  powerplants  and has been  ratified  by two  states.

The IAEA's  function  in establishing  internationally  accepted  safety  standards  isdescribed  in its Statute  as: "to  establish  or adopt,  in consultation  and,  where  appropriate,  in



The concept  of  protection  beyond  national  boundaries  is reflected  in the IAEA

Safety  Fundamentals,  document  entitled  "Principles  of  Radioactive  Waste  Management"

(1995). Third of thrQ%rinciples  of it reads: "Radioactive  waste shall be managed in such

a way  as to assure  that  possible  effects  on human  health  and  the environment  beyond  national

b orders  will  be taken  into  account".  It is "based  on the premise  that  a country  has a duty  to

act responsible  and,  as a minimum,  not  impose  effects  to human  health  and the environment

in other  countries  more  detrimental  than  those  which  have  been  judged  acceptable  within  its

own  borders".  Implementation  of  this  concept  can be furthered  by exchange  of  information

or by making  appropriate  arrangements  with  neighbouring  or affected  countries.  The  same

concept  is restated  in  the "International  Basic  Safety  Standards  for  Protection  against  Ionizing

Radiation  and for  the Safety  of  Radiation  Sources,  jointly  sponsored  by FAO,  IAEA,  ILO,

OECD/NEA,  PAHO  WHO"  (1996)  and other  safety  recommendations  documents;  in the

Safety  Guide  "Regulatory  Control  of  Radioactive  Discharges  into  the Environment"  (to be

published  in 1998)  it is spelled  out  as follows:  "...policies  and criteria  for  radiation  protection

of  population  outside  national  borders  from  discharge  of  radioactive  substances  should  be as

stringent  as those  for  the population  within  the country  of  discharge".

In summary,  the concept  in the nuclear  field  related  to the impact  assessment  in a

transboundary  context  is fully  in  line  with  that  expressed  in  the Convention  on Environmental

Impact  Assessment  in a Transboundary  Context.  It  should  also  be noted  that  all  Parties  to this

Convention  are Member  States  of  the IAEA,  and most  of  them  have  ratified  the Nuclear

Safety  Convention  and  with  signatures  expressed  their  intention  to ratify  the Joint  Convention

on the  Safety  of Spent  Fuel Management  and on the  Safety  of  Radioactive  Waste

Management.  The  IAEA  is willing  to co-operate  with  the Parties  and the secretariat  of  the

Convention  in the area  of  its expertise  and mandate,  subject  to the approval  of  its governing

bodies.

Anicle  111.A.6 of  the IAEA's  Statute (emphasis added).


